PHIL 500 A: PROSEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY

- Autumn 2016
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Meeting Time: Th 3:30pm - 5:20pm

Location: SAV 408
SLN: 19720

Instructor:
Andrea Woody
View profile

ADDITIONAL DETAILS:

Designed for third year (and beyond) graduate students. Each class session is devoted to a topic related to writing a philosophy dissertation proposal, completing the dissertation and making a career in philosophy. Students will read past dissertation proposals, write short assignments, and begin to develop their own dissertation proposals.

TEXT: TBA

Catalog Description:
Introduces incoming graduate students to topics representative of the field and the faculty's interest. Each class session is devoted to a separate topic taught by a different member of the faculty. In addition to reading and short written assignments, students prepare a term paper on a topic presented. Offered: A.

Credits: 5
Status: Active
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